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Thank you for your comment.
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Thank you for your comment.
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Thank you for your comment. Your suggested alternative, which involves

the use of Delta/Echo pier, was discussed in the Draft Environmental

Impact Statement (DEIS) as an alternative that was considered and

dismissed. As noted in Volume 4, Chapter 2, Section 2.3, use of this pier

was rejected as an alternative because of operational and navigational

concerns. The security buffer zone associated with the use of Delta/Echo

pier would effectively close harbor access to commercial piers for up to

63 days per year, causing severe economic impact on Guam. Further,

use of this pier as a transient CVN wharf would preclude its use as a

fueling pier for the Department of Defense (DoD), adversely impacting

the DoD mission on Guam.

Your proposed suggestions to modify this alternative by digging into the

peninsula to move Delta/Echo pier further from the commercial piers

would involve extensive and costly dredge and fill activity that would

adversely affect adjacent coral reefs at Jade Shoals and the sensitive

habitat of nearby Sasa Bay. Likewise, the suggested addition of a

second fuel line from Delta/Echo pier to Kilo Wharf to resolve fueling

concerns would involve construction of fuel lines through existing base

infrastructure at Naval Base Guam or environmentally damaging

construction of underwater fuel lines through Apra Harbor. Further, the

extensive use of Kilo Wharf to meet ammunition logistics needs

precludes use of the wharf to meet fueling needs. Finally, depth

requirements associated with a turning basin for a nuclear powered

aircraft carrier vary from that of a conventional powered aircraft carrier

dictating the need for turning basin dredging to support a transient CVN

wharf at Delta/Echo pier. Such dredging would be equally extensive as

that currently contemplated for the Former Ship Repair Facility (SRF)

and Polaris Point alternatives.
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